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Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) was one of the major heating systems of

the W7-AS stellarator. Additionally, it has been used to explore current drive scenarios

(ECCD) for W7-X to control the edge rotational transform ι-a. We present 3-D equilbrium

calculations using the VMEC-code for these ECCD-scenarios at W7-AS.

For on-axis heating, the localization of the ECRH deposition leads to high electron tem-

peratures and localized current drive. To cope with the resulting large R/L-times experi-

mentally (high electron temperatures), the discharges started with ECCD and the plasma

current was compensated to zero with the ohmic transformer. Together with the neoclassi-

cal bootstrap current large local current densities are predicted by theory. Corresponding

changes of the ι--profile can be estimated in the large-aspect-ratio approximation. For

co-ECCD (defined as ι- increasing) the central ι--value is increased and low-order rationals

may appear in the ι--profile having tokamak-like shear. Usually, low-m mode activity is

observed in such discharges. The identification of the position of the mode - thought to

be resonant - increases the knowledge about the ι--profile. Equilibrium calculations based

on the current density are standard in this case and the resulting equilibria confirm the

expectations. The mode activity is analysed and discussed with respect to the stability

criteria for tearing and interchange modes. On the contrary, for counter-ECCD the sim-

ple estimates result in a ι-=0-surface around one third of the minor radius and negative

ι--values further inside. From MHD-theory this is unreasonable because ι-=0 provides no

confinement and an equilibrium with finite pressure gradient can not exist. Experimen-

tally, flat profiles of electron density and temperature inside this ”ι-=0”-position indicate

indeed poor central confinement. Equilibrium calculations with fixed current density are

rather unsuccessful under these conditions. Instead, an ι--profile centrally just above zero

needs to be assumed and rising to a given edge-ι-a to comply with the total plasma current.

Thus, convergence can be achieved and the resulting current densities agree reasonably

with theoretically predicted ones. This situation is rather similar to tokamaks with a

”current hole”. Drift orbit calculations for electrons in the calculated magnetic field con-

firm the bad central confinement by displaying large deviations from the flux surfaces.

As a further cross check, measurements from a set of segmented Rogowski coils which are

sensitive to the radial current density distribution are compared with calculations from

the VMEC/DIAGNO package.


